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This is a reproduction of the original artefact. Generally these books are created from careful scans of the original. This allows us to preserve the book accurately and present it in the way the author
intended. Since the original versions are generally quite old, there may occasionally be certain imperfections within these reproductions. We're happy to make these classics available again for future
generations to enjoy!
This snappy Cole Porter arrangement is from the movie "Born to Dance." Bass clarinet features prominently and the work ends with a fascinating whisper.
Fantastic, fantastical and utterly incomparable, Get in Trouble rummages in the cupboards of our psyches and pulls out fierce truths about everything from the essence of ghosts to the nature of love. And
hurricanes, astronauts, evil twins, bootleggers, Ouija boards, iguanas, The Wizard of Oz, superheroes, the pyramids . . . Strange, dark and wry, the stories in Get in Trouble reveal Kelly Link at the height
of her creative powers and stretch the boundaries of the human imagination.
'The first great novel of the war in Afghanistan' Wall Street Journal You’ve had no sleep since the firefight last night. The morning fog beyond the walls of your base lifts to reveal a lone woman
approaching the gate. She says she has come to claim the body of her brother killed in last night’s attack. Is she a terrorist? A spy? A lunatic? Or what she says she is – a grieving sister? What should you
do? What do you do? Shortlisted for the Criticos Prize and the Boeke Prize and longlisted for the International IMPAC Dublin Literary Award and the DSC Asian Literature Prize. One of Publishers
Weekly's Ten best contemporary war novels.
Novelty and Sing Along Songs
Clair de Lune
A novel
Cole Porter Classics
C Instruments
The Golden House
Check out Alan Baylock, one of the finest writers on the scene today. Alan's hip chart for Cole Porter's Love for Sale starts off with bari, bass trombone, and bass handling the melody and it
goes upwards and onwards from there. Jazz solos for alto 1 and trumpet 2. Lead trumpet to written D, bone to A-flat. Energy galore, full ensemble, contrapuntal lines, solos, solis - you name it,
this fine chart has it. Love for Sale screams festival.
PDF sheet music optimized for iPad, tablet and laptop screens. Clair de Lune from ''Suite bergamasque'' by Claude Debussy. Piano. Advanced. MCL8
(Instrumental Solo). Instrumentalists will love this huge collection of jazz classics, including: All of Me * Autumn Leaves * Bewitched * Blue Skies * Body and Soul * Cheek to Cheek * Come Rain
or Come Shine * Don't Get Around Much Anymore * A Fine Romance * Here's to Life * I Could Write a Book * In the Wee Small Hours of the Morning * It Could Happen to You * The Lady Is a
Tramp * Like Someone in Love * Lullaby of Birdland * Manhattan * Misty * My One and Only Love * The Nearness of You * On Green Dolphin Street * Satin Doll * Stella by Starlight * Tangerine *
Unforgettable * The Way You Look Tonight * Yesterdays * and many more.
15 classic Cole Porter compositions with a recording that includes stylistic performances of the melodies and accompaniment choruses for improvisation. Titles include: All of You * Easy to
Love * I Love You * You'd Be So Nice to Come Home To * and more.
A Memoir of Love, Loss, and the Musical Rent
Do Not Say We Have Nothing
Stories
Elsey Come Home
Piano/vocal/guitar
A New Origin Story

The story of the actor who portrayed Mark Cohen in "Rent" covers such topics as his Broadway successes, his grief at the death of the
production's creator, and his struggles with his mother's life-threatening illness.
ONE OF THE “BEST WOMEN’S FICTION OF 2019 (SO FAR)”—MARIE CLAIRE ONE OF THE “61 BOOKS WE’RE LOOKING FORWARD TO READING IN 2019”—THE HUFFINGTON
POST ONE OF THE “16 FICTION RELEASES TO WATCH FOR”—WASHINGTON INDEPENDENT REVIEW OF BOOKS ONE OF THE “BEST NEW BOOKS COMING OUT WINTER
2019”—SOUTHERN LIVING ONE OF THE “10 NEWLY-RELEASED BOOKS THAT WILL GIVE YOU AN EXCUSE TO STAY INDOORS THIS WINTER”—O MAGAZINE “I loved,
loved this novel” —Lily King “What more can I say—perfect” —Judy Blume “In this intricate, delicate-as-rice-paper novel, an American painter
living in Beijing and trying to clean up her act at a yoga retreat makes gains in fits and starts, ‘a butterfly, flitting from leaf to
leaf.’”—O Magazine From the widely praised author of Paris Was the Place—a shattering new novel that bravely delves into the darkest corners
of addiction, marriage, and motherhood When Elsey’s husband, Lukas, hands her a brochure for a weeklong mountain retreat, she knows he is
really giving her an ultimatum: Go, or we’re done. Once a successful painter, Elsey set down roots in China after falling passionately for
Lukas, the tall, Danish MC at a warehouse rave in downtown Beijing. Now, with two young daughters and unable to find a balance between her
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identities as painter, mother, and, especially, wife, Elsey fills her days worrying, drinking, and descending into desperate unhappiness. So,
brochure in hand, she agrees to go and confront the ghosts of her past. There, she meets a group of men and women who will forever alter the
way she understands herself: from Tasmin, another (much richer) expat, to Hunter, a young man whose courage endangers them all, and, most
important, Mei--wife of one of China’s most famous artists and a renowned painter herself--with whom Elsey quickly forges a fierce friendship
and whose candidness about her pain helps Elsey understand her own. But Elsey must risk tearing herself and Lukas further apart when she
decides she must return to her childhood home--the center of her deepest pain--before she can find her way back to him. Written in a voice at
once wry, sensual, blunt, and hypnotic, Elsey Come Home is a modern odyssey and a quietly dynamic portrait of contemporary womanhood.
(Piano Vocal). This sheet music features an arrangement for piano and voice with guitar chord frames, with the melody presented in the right
hand of the piano part, as well as in the vocal line.
(Easy Piano Personality). 17 songs for easy piano from the 9th studio album by contemporary music superstar, Taylor Swift. The songs in this
album, which is a conceptual sequel to her Folklore album, include: Champagne Problems * Closure * Coney Island * Cowboy like Me * Dorothea *
Evermore * Gold Rush * Happiness * It's Time to Go * Ivy * Long Story Short * Marjorie * No Body, No Crime * Right Where You Left Me * 'Tis
the Damn Season * Tolerate It * Willow.
The Rabbit Who Wants to Fall Asleep
Bill Evans Omnibook for Piano
Piano/Vocal/Guitar
Seasons of Love (from Rent) (Sheet Music)
Edelweiss
Conductor Score and Parts
The New Best of Cole PorterPiano, Vocal, GuitarWarner Bros Publications
Features 14 songs from the third record by this popular English artist. Includes his big hit "Let My Words Be Few (I'll Stand in Awe of You)" and: The Father's Song *
Holy Moment * Justice and Mercy * King of This Heart * Light of the World * Nothing Is Too Much * O Sacred King * Revelation * Take the World but Give Me Jesus *
You Must Increase * more.
(Jazz Transcriptions). The ultimate collection for jazz keyboardists to learn 40 Evans classics with exact note-for-note transcriptions. Includes: Alice in Wonderland *
Autumn Leaves * Bill's Hit Tune * Blue in Green * Days of Wine and Roses * Emily * Everything Happens to Me * Five * For Nenette * How About You? * How My
Heart Sings * I Loves You, Porgy * It Could Happen to You * Just You, Just Me * Letter to Evan * My Foolish Heart * My Funny Valentine * My Romance * Nardis *
Night and Day * One for Helen * Peace Piece * Peri's Scope * Quiet Now * Re: Person I Knew * Skating in Central Park * A Sleepin' Bee * Some Other Time * Stella by
Starlight * Song from M*A*S*H (Suicide Is Painless) * 34 Skidoo * Time Remembered * The Touch of Your Lips * Turn Out the Stars * Very Early * Waltz for Debby *
What Kind of Fool Am I? * Who Can I Turn to (When Nobody Needs Me) * You Go to My Head * You Must Believe in Spring * and more.
(Piano Vocal). This sheet music features an arrangement for piano and voice with guitar chord frames, with the melody presented in the right hand of the piano part
as well as in the vocal line.
The Sportsman
Piano, Vocal, Guitar
Taylor Swift - Evermore Easy Piano Songbook
The Best in Standard Love Songs
God Bless America Sheet Music
Love for Sale

BEWARE. Real witches dress in ordinary clothes and look like ordinary women. But they are not ordinary. They are always plotting
and scheming with murderous, bloodthirsty thoughts - and they hate children. The Grand High Witch hates children most of all and
plans to make every single one of YOU disappear. Only one boy and his grandmother can stop her, but if their plan fails the Grand
High Witch will frizzle them like fritters, and then what . . . ? Now you can listen to THE WITCHES and other Roald Dahl
audiobooks read by some very famous voices, including Kate Winslet, David Walliams and Steven Fry - plus there are added squelchy
sound effects from Pinewood Studios! And look out for new Roald Dahl apps in the App store and Google Play- including the
disgusting TWIT OR MISS! and HOUSE OF TWITS inspired by the revolting Twits.
(E-Z Play Today). Includes: Always on My Mind * April in Paris * Bye Bye Blackbird * Dream * If * Java Jive * Jean * Lullaby of
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Broadway * Theme from Mahogany * The Man I Love * Nadia's Theme (The Young and the Restless) * Smiles * Strike Up the Band * Tea
for Two * Time After Time * A Time for Love * The Way We Were * What Is This Thing Called Love * and more.
What's New? * The Summer Knows * Since I Fell for You * The Rose * As Time Goes By * I've Got a Crush on You and more.
Cole is one of the most popular and best known vocalists of all time. This songbook brings together a significant number of his
hits, such as: Straighten Up And Fly Right, Autumn Leaves, The Christmas Song, Embraceable You, Let There Be Love, Unforgettable
and When I Fall In Love.
First 50 Jazz Standards You Should Play on Piano
The Father's Song
Cole Porter - Jazz Piano Solos Series Volume 30
From the Sound of Music
Get in Trouble
The Watch
(Easy Piano Songbook). Do you feel you've learned enough piano skills to take on some jazz tunes? This book is designed to let beginners dive into jazz standards with success. The arrangements, although easy, are full
enough to make you sound great. Lyrics are also included. This collection features 50 of the best jazz standards ever, including: All the Things You Are * Autumn in New York * Body and Soul * Don't Get Around Much
Anymore * Fly Me to the Moon (In Other Words) * Georgia on My Mind * The Girl from Ipanema (Garota De Ipanema) * It Could Happen to You * Misty * My Funny Valentine * Night and Day * Satin Doll * Speak Low
* Summertime * The Way You Look Tonight * When I Fall in Love * You Stepped Out of a Dream * and more.
(Easy Piano Composer Collection). 25 Lloyd Webber classics arranged for intermediate-level player. Includes songs from his entire career, from Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat through School of Rock.
Songs include: All I Ask of You * Any Dream Will Do * As If We Never Said Goodbye * Close Every Door * Don't Cry for Me Argentina * I Don't Know How to Love Him * Love Changes Everything * Memory * The
Music of the Night * The Phantom of the Opera * Pie Jesu * Stick It to the Man * You Must Love Me * You're in the Band * and more.
Biography of composer George Gershwin.
Social sciences.
Acoustic Guitar Grade 1
The Witches
I've Got You Under My Skin
A New Way of Getting Children to Sleep
Happy (from "Despicable Me 2") Sheet Music
The Musicians' Gig Library
Musical Theatre: A History is a new revised edition of a proven core text for college and secondary school students – and an insightful and accessible celebration of twenty-five centuries of great theatrical
entertainment. As an educator with extensive experience in professional theatre production, author John Kenrick approaches the subject with a unique appreciation of musicals as both an art form and a
business. Using anecdotes, biographical profiles, clear definitions, sample scenes and select illustrations, Kenrick focuses on landmark musicals, and on the extraordinary talents and business innovators who
have helped musical theatre evolve from its roots in the dramas of ancient Athens all the way to the latest hits on Broadway and London's West End. Key improvements to the second edition: · A new
foreword by Oscar Hammerstein III, a critically acclaimed historian and member of a family with deep ties to the musical theatre, is included · The 28 chapters are reformatted for the typical 14 week, 28
session academic course, as well as for a two semester, once-weekly format, making it easy for educators to plan a syllabus and reading assignments. · To make the book more interactive, each chapter
includes suggested listening and reading lists, designed to help readers step beyond the printed page to experience great musicals and performers for themselves. A comprehensive guide to musical theatre
as an international phenomenon, Musical Theatre: A History is an ideal textbook for university and secondary school students.
This collection of music with song lyrics and full notes for use with the piano and guitar includes Cole Porter's 'All Throught the Night', 'Anything Goes', 'Begin the Beguine', 'Don't Fence Me In', 'I Get a Kick
Out of You' and 'Just One of Those Things'.
(Jazz Piano Solos). Solo arrangements with chord names of 22 selections by this legendary songwriter: Begin the Beguine * Easy to Love (You'd Be So Easy to Love) * Ev'ry Time We Say Goodbye * From
This Moment On * Get Out of Town * I Get a Kick Out of You * Just One of Those Things * Love for Sale * Night and Day * What Is This Thing Called Love? * You'd Be So Nice to Come Home To * and more.
The groundbreaking No. 1 bestseller is sure to turn nightly bedtime battles into a loving and special end-of-day ritual. This child-tested, parent-approved story uses an innovative technique that brings a calm
end to any child's day. Do you struggle with getting your child to fall asleep? Join parents all over the world who have embraced The Rabbit Who Wants to Fall Asleep as their new nightly routine. When Roger
can't fall asleep, Mummy Rabbit takes him to see Uncle Yawn, who knows just what to do. Children will join Roger on his journey and be lulled to sleep alongside their new friend. Carl-Johan Forssén Ehrlin's
simple story uses a unique and distinct language pattern that will help your child relax and fall asleep-at bedtime or naptime. Reclaim bedtime today! Praise for The Rabbit Who Wants to Fall Asleep: "Tired
parents of planet earth - this is what you've been waiting for... If you don't already have a copy, you need to order one quick sharp" - Metro "The most peaceful bedtime we have had in months" - Daily Mail
Don't Know Why Sheet Music
The Miles Davis Real Book
Full Score & Parts
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Nice Work If You Can Get It
Easy Piano

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A dramatic expansion of a groundbreaking work of journalism, The 1619 Project: A New Origin Story offers a profoundly revealing vision of the American past and
present. ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: The Washington Post, NPR, Esquire, Marie Claire, Electric Lit, Ms. magazine, Kirkus Reviews, Booklist In late August 1619, a ship arrived in the
British colony of Virginia bearing a cargo of twenty to thirty enslaved people from Africa. Their arrival led to the barbaric and unprecedented system of American chattel slavery that would last for the next 250
years. This is sometimes referred to as the country’s original sin, but it is more than that: It is the source of so much that still defines the United States. The New York Times Magazine’s award-winning
“1619 Project” issue reframed our understanding of American history by placing slavery and its continuing legacy at the center of our national narrative. This new book substantially expands on that work,
weaving together eighteen essays that explore the legacy of slavery in present-day America with thirty-six poems and works of fiction that illuminate key moments of oppression, struggle, and resistance. The
essays show how the inheritance of 1619 reaches into every part of contemporary American society, from politics, music, diet, traffic, and citizenship to capitalism, religion, and our democracy itself. This is a
book that speaks directly to our current moment, contextualizing the systems of race and caste within which we operate today. It reveals long-glossed-over truths around our nation’s founding and
construction—and the way that the legacy of slavery did not end with emancipation, but continues to shape contemporary American life. Featuring contributions from: Leslie Alexander • Michelle Alexander
• Carol Anderson • Joshua Bennett • Reginald Dwayne Betts • Jamelle Bouie • Anthea Butler • Matthew Desmond • Rita Dove • Camille T. Dungy • Cornelius Eady • Eve L. Ewing • Nikky
Finney • Vievee Francis • Yaa Gyasi • Forrest Hamer • Terrance Hayes • Kimberly Annece Henderson • Jeneen Interlandi • Honorée Fanonne Jeffers • Barry Jenkins • Tyehimba Jess • Martha
S. Jones • Robert Jones, Jr. • A. Van Jordan • Ibram X. Kendi • Eddie Kendricks • Yusef Komunyakaa • Kevin M. Kruse • Kiese Laymon • Trymaine Lee • Jasmine Mans • Terry McMillan •
Tiya Miles • Wesley Morris • Khalil Gibran Muhammad • Lynn Nottage • ZZ Packer • Gregory Pardlo • Darryl Pinckney • Claudia Rankine • Jason Reynolds • Dorothy Roberts • Sonia Sanchez
• Tim Seibles • Evie Shockley • Clint Smith • Danez Smith • Patricia Smith • Tracy K. Smith • Bryan Stevenson • Nafissa Thompson-Spires • Natasha Trethewey • Linda Villarosa • Jesmyn
Ward
(Piano Vocal). An arrangement of Irving Berlin's beloved favorite for piano and voice with guitar chord frames.
(Fake Book). Miles Davis gave the jazz world innumerable musical innovations and his supporting musicians provided a virtual who's who of the modern jazz era. This updated Real Book featuring Miles' music
contains highly accurate, easy-to-read, musician-friendly lead sheets for 70 of his most famous original compositions: All Blues * Bitches Brew * Blue in Green * Boplicity (Be Bop Lives) * Budo * Eighty One *
Flamenco Sketches * Four * Freddie Freeloader * Half Nelson * Miles * Milestones * Nardis * The Serpent's Tooth * Seven Steps to Heaven * Sippin' at Bells * So What * Solar * Somethin' Else * The Theme *
Tune Up * Vierd Blues * What It Is * and dozens more top tunes. Essential for every jazz fan! Looking for a particular song? Check out the Real Book Songfinder here.
The 120 songs include: The Aba Daba Honeymoon * The Band Played On * The Battle Hymn of the Republic * Columbia, The Gem of the Ocean * Does the Spearmint Lose Its Flavor (On the Bedpost
Overnight?) * Frankie and Johnny * Hello Muddah, Hello Faddah! * Oh, Susanna * 'Round the Mulberry Bush * Skip to My Lou * Swanee and many others!
A History
Someone You Loved Sheet Music
Musical Theatre
Frank Sinatra Christmas Collection
67 Standard Hits
101 Jazz Songs for Alto Sax
**New York Times bestseller** A Guardian / Observer Book of the Year When powerful real-estate tycoon Nero Golden immigrates to the States under mysterious circumstances,
he and his three adult children assume new identities, taking 'Roman' names, and move into a grand mansion in downtown Manhattan. Arriving shortly after the inauguration of
Barack Obama, he and his sons, each extraordinary in his own right, quickly establish themselves at the apex of New York society. The story of the Golden family is told from the
point of view of their Manhattanite neighbour and confidant, René, an aspiring filmmaker who finds in the Goldens the perfect subject. René chronicles the undoing of the house of
Golden: the high life of money, of art and fashion, a sibling quarrel, an unexpected metamorphosis, the arrival of a beautiful woman, betrayal and murder, and far away, in their
abandoned homeland, some decent intelligence work. Invoking literature, pop culture, and the cinema, Rushdie spins the story of the American zeitgeist over the last eight years,
hitting every beat: the rise of the birther movement, the Tea Party, Gamergate and identity politics; the backlash against political correctness; the ascendency of the superhero
movie, and, of course, the insurgence of a ruthlessly ambitious, narcissistic, media-savvy villain wearing make-up and with coloured hair. In a new world order of alternative
truths, Salman Rushdie has written the ultimate novel about identity, truth, terror and lies. A brilliant, heartbreaking realist novel that is not only uncannily prescient but shows
one of the world’s greatest storytellers working at the height of his powers.
The ground breaking 2016 Acoustic Guitar syllabus from Rockschool further continues their long-standing commitment to world leading, industry relevant music education.
Designed to provide both student and instructor with a truly diverse range of contemporary repertoire, a vast array of crucial supporting tests and both a technical and stylistic
......
Sheet music.
SHORTLISTED FOR THE BAILEYS WOMEN'S PRIZE FOR FICTION 2017 SHORTLISTED FOR THE MAN BOOKER PRIZE 2016 WINNER OF THE SCOTIABANK GILLER PRIZE
2016 SHORTLISTED FOR THE PARAGRAPHE HUGH MACLENNAN PRIZE FOR FICTION 2016. In Canada in 1991, ten-year-old Marie and her mother invite a guest into their
home: a young woman who has fled China in the aftermath of the Tiananmen Square protests. Her name is Ai-Ming. As her relationship with Marie deepens, Ai-Ming tells the story
of her family in revolutionary China, from the crowded teahouses in the first days of Chairman Mao's ascent to the Shanghai Conservatory in the 1960s and the events leading to
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the Beijing demonstrations of 1989. It is a history of revolutionary idealism, music, and silence, in which three musicians, the shy and brilliant composer Sparrow, the violin
prodigy Zhuli, and the enigmatic pianist Kai struggle during China's relentless Cultural Revolution to remain loyal to one another and to the music they have devoted their lives to.
Forced to re-imagine their artistic and private selves, their fates reverberate through the years, with deep and lasting consequences for Ai-Ming - and for Marie. Written with
exquisite intimacy, wit and moral complexity, Do Not Say We Have Nothing magnificently brings to life one of the most significant political regimes of the 20th century and its
traumatic legacy, which still resonates for a new generation. It is a gripping evocation of the persuasive power of revolution and its effects on personal and national identity, and
an unforgettable meditation on China today.
How Beautiful (Twila Paris) Sheet Music
Nat King Cole [piano, vocal, guitar]
Let's Do it
The Andrew Lloyd Webber Sheet Music Collection for Easy Piano
Without You
The 1619 Project

Pop/Rock/R&B Piano Solos
The New Best of Cole Porter
Gershwin, His Life and Music
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